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ROTATIONAL HYPERFME SPECTRUM OF I-HE NH RADICAL AROUND I THz 
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Tne rotarronzl tr.msmons,V = 1 - 0.J = 2 - I zmd N = 1 - 0.J = 1 - I of the NH r3dlcaI in the 3 E- clcctromc 2nd 
nbnhond ground state have been obselvcd around I THz wrth resolved hypcrlinc structure. Spectra WIG recorded at 
zero mqnclrc iicld, usin! a tumble lxscr-sldcband spcctromctcr. AnslJsrs ~~eldcd lmprorcd ralues of the msgncric hypsr- 
lint pmmctcrs and the rotational constants. 

1. Introduction 

For a long time the rotational spectrum of the NH 
radical has been inaccessible to high-resolution spec- 
troscopy because the spectrum hes beyond [he Ike- 
quency range of conventional microwave spectrome- 

ters. A few years ago the radical was studted wtth the 
technique of laser magnettc resonance (LMR) [ 1,2]. 
These investigations permitted the first determina- 
tion of the Frosch and Foley [3] magnetic hyperfme 
parameters b and c, for both the nitrogen and hy 
drogen nuclei. The experunents demonstrated the 
power of the LMR technique in the far-infrared re- 
Don, in particular with respect to sensltlvity. 

However, with the LMR technique molecular zero- 
field constants are deduced from a fit of (generally) 
complex magnetic spectra which also depend on fiist- 
and second-order Zeeman parameters. These features, 
and field inhomogeneities, often limit the accuracy oi 
the constants derived. In this commurucation we re- 
port the pure (zero-field) rotational spectrum of the 
normal isotopic spectes lJNH in the ground electronic 
and vibrational state X SE-, u = 0. The transitions N 
=ltO,J=3_tlandN=1cO,J=1clhavebssn 
recorded with the spectrometer used for the success- 
ful investigation of the CF radical 141. 

Experimental details 

Tunable far-infrared radiation has been produced 

by mising the radiation of a hydrogen cyanide da- 
charge laser (frequency 890.7603 GHz) with that of a 
klystron, usmg a Schottky barrter diode as non-linear 
element. An outhne of the spectrometer has been 
gtven [4]. The frequenctes requued for the present ex- 
periments, 974 CHz (J = 2 + 1) and 1000 CHz (I = 1 
+ l), were obtained with klystrons operating at 83 
and 109 GHz, respectively. 

The method of producing NH radicals was different 
from the ant: applied in LMR studies [I ,I]. Instead of 
repetttive hydrogen abstraction from ammonia by 
fluorine atoms (produced in a microwave discharge 
through CF,), a dc glow discharge through pure am- 
monia was chosen for the production. The discharge 
was struck tn a water-cooled 1 m cell with a diameter 
of 5 cm. Strongest absorption ngnals were observed at 
a discharge current of _“,OO mA with a signal-to-noise 
ratio of ~50 al RC= 1 s. A recording is reproduced in 
fig. 1. Total pressure of the continuously flowing dis- 
charge medium was 25 Pa. Zeeman modulation has 
been applied for detection. A cod wrapped around 
the cell produced a biased magnetic field that oscillat- 
ed smusoldally between 0 and 0.7 mT. 

While searching for NH an unexpected lute was re- 
corded which could originate neither from a paramag- 
netic species nor from the ammonia moiecule. The 

resonance appeared at 974488.4(8) GHz,at a distance 
of only a few MHz from the hyperfine-free frequency 
of the J = 2 + 1 transition of NH. Obsemtion of the 
line was prohiblted using Zeeman modulation, but ab- 
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sorption was clearly visible by monitoring the power 
of Iascr-stdeband radlatlon. At low pressure of the or- 
der of 1 Pa the absorption intensity was equal to 100%. 
The hne was identified as the J = I1 + 10 rotatIonal 
transition of the hydrogen cyanide (HCN) molecule. 
Probably the molccul2 has been produced at low prcs- 
sure in the presence of carbon atoms sputrered from 
the electrodes. It IS possible that the presence of car- 
bon atoms has been detrunental to NH productlon cf- 
tklency 

3. tialysis and resulrs 

The ciiectire hamiltonIan is composed of a rotatIonal 
and rotational fme structure tenn, a term associated 
wlrh magnetic hyperfine interactions and a quadru- 
pole term. 

In the case of NH, the rotatIonal levels with AN= +I 
are separated by at least 950 CHz, the N = 1 (J = 0.1, 
2) tine structure levels by 2.5-30 GHz, whch IS large 
compared to the hyperfme sphttings (<O.OSS GHz). 
Conssqusntly, the hyperfiie and rotational tke strut- 

ture habe been analyzed separately hyperfme inter- 
action can be treated as a small perturbation on the 
widely spaced rotatlonal (NJ) levels. We used the es- 
phcit formulas of Mldler and Townes [5] to describe 
the pure rotational spectrum, includmg fme structure 
effects. These formulas contain the rotational con- 
stant (B), the spin-spin constant (A) and the spin- 

rotation constant(y). An expression for the magnetrc 
hyperfme term HmhT was derived by Frosch and 
Foley [3]. These authors introduced the magnetic 

hyperfme parameters b and c. We used the tensonal 
~OITII of their hamiltonian, which was gven by Wayne 
and Radford [7] 

Calculation of the hyperfiie matrb elements has 
been performed III the representation 
INSII,FtIlfiMF) corresponding to the couphng 
schzmeJ=N+S,Fl =J+I,,F=Fl +Iz.Matrb 
elements of the type 

were calculated wtth the atd of spherical tensor meth- 

ods [6] _ Esphclt formulas can be found elsewhere [7]. 
The number J IS an approximate quantum number. 
We estimated by second-order perturbation calcula- 
tlon that the effects of matrix elements of the type 
AJ = 0, AN # 0 and of the type A J # 0 are smaller 
than 0.01 and 0.3 MHz, respectively. As the full 
Doppler lmewidth IS 5 MHz, contnbutions from these 
matrix elements can be neglected. 

As a first step w2 compared our recorded spectra 
with predlctlon based on the four hyperfme constants 
(bH, cH , b,, cN) determmrd by Wayne and Radford 
[?I. Like these authors we neglected at this stage the 
small influence of the quadrupole interactlon term in 
the hamdtonian. The calculated and observed spectra 
showed resembjance, but many lines were shifted by 
an amount close to or slightly beyond the hmits set 
by the accuracy of the constams (we allowed th2 con- 
stants to vary wlthm their quoted error limits). Al- 
though the calculated spectra facihtated identifica- 
tron of rhe observed lines, some parts of the record- 
ings consisted of closely spaced, sometimes unresolv- 
ed, lines. 

Relar~ve intensities have been calculated to make 
identifications unambiguous. Dipole moment matriv 
elements were calculated with standard formulas [8]. 
using the eigeniunctlonsof the hyperfme hamiltonian. 
In a pretiminxy fir we included only the frequencies 

corresponding to the center of singular absorption 
lines and obtained the positron of lines that were not 
yet included in the fit. In the case of closely spaced 
lines we weighted the frequencies according to the in- 
tensity and calculated the centre of the composite 
line corresponding to such a cluster. In thus way we 

were able to mclude m the fit the frequenclrs of four 
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Table I 

The obscrvc:dN = 1 + 0 r01~1on~1 hypcrlinc spcclra 

Idenhficallon a) ‘ob<_ - “0 b’ “obn - ycslc. 

AF F 

J=l+l 1 512.311. 112 3.17(80) 0 ?’ 

I 31’ -4.X(40) -0 4.l 

I I/’ - I2.39(30) 0.50 

0 51’. 312 -38.28(60) -0 34 

0 II’ -X53(150) O-l? 

J=1-I 190 3/z 34.97(60) 033 

; 
l/I 52.9WO) -0.35 
l/1 -28.37(30) -0.07 

0 513 -0.6X10) -0 10 

0 312 60.,7(60) 0.2-t 

0.1 l/Z 79.94( I IO) 0.45 

-1 512 26.1 l(10) 003 
-I 311 -66. I l(60) 0.52 

-I 31’ 71_35(11Oj -1.5-l 

a) The f value IS gwn ior 1hc loacr (IV = 0.J = I) Icvcl. no~c 1h31 ~hc total F momentum m.r> hJ\c dlflcrcnt (F,. 12) p3rcnl+s. 

A lme with more than one rdcnrrfic~tlon consisted of o\crlgpmg hypcrlinc componcnls and 83s trutsd 3% dcscrrbcd m ~hc 

lC\l. 

b, Posilron of the lmcs m hlHz rcfcrrcd IO 1hc ccn1cr of the hyperiinc spccrro. Vzducs oi rhc II) pcrlkc-t-rcc rorarrorul trcqurncrcs 

VO(/= 2 + 1) and vo(l= I + I) ~1: pvcn m IIIC ICNI. 

observed composite lines. The procedure converged 
by iteration to the final fit, m which w2 included 14 
experimental frequencies and determined the four 
hyperfine parameters. The positionsof the twocenrres 
of the rotattonalJ= 7, + 1 andJ= 1 + 1 hyperline 
spectra were regarded as floatmg parameters. Conse- 
quently the fial tit yielded both the hyperfine con- 
stants and the followmg hyperfine-free rotational 
irequencies- 

vo(J = 2 + 1) = 974474 85(80) MHz , 

vo(J = 1 + 1) = 999974.03(80) MHz. 

A comparison between observed and best-fit spec- 

tra is presented in table I ; the best-tit hypertine con- 
stzmts are given in table 2. Inclusion of the qusdrupols 

term in the hamiltonian neither improved the fit, nor 
yielded a signtficant value for e(lQ. Therefore thts 
term was left out of the fiial fit. The values of our 
hyperfins parameters and those obtained by Wayne 
and Radford [2] are in good agreement within two 
standard deviattons. Our analysis confms the choice 
mad2 by Wayne and Radford for the absolute sgn of 

TJble ? 

hlolccular paramc1crs of NH (m htHz) 

Thls work Ref. I?] 

B 3, 489359 ‘6t68) 389960(6) 

A 27581.1(13) 17571(6) 

& 
-l652.J(17) -1638 7(S) 

-96 80(57) - 100 I(261 

CH 91.70()60) 8&x.8(18) 

bH + ct1/3 -66.‘3(32) -70.6(1@) 

bN 41 86(33) 4? 8( 16) 

i”, + 43 

-67.93(61) -68.4(30) 

I9 X(18) X0(6) 

3) In this worh Ihu drsroruon pxsmctcr D ~3s constmmcd 

Lo the valuu 51 384(90) MHz 191. whdc It \v.rs held 17ud 
lo 1685 K IO* cm-’ (50515 hlHz. [lO])in ref. 121. 

the b and c constants, which they mad2 in agrscment 
with ab i&to calculation. 

Above WC determined the hyperfine-free frequen- 
cies v. corresponding to the N = 1 + 0,J = 2 + I and 
N = I + 0,J = 1 + 1 transition. A third transition 
(A’= 1 + 0,J = 0 + I), predicted at 946 GHz, was not 
searched for, but even if this transition was recorded 
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3s well, the number of exper~ent~ fine structure 
data would have been insufficient to determine both 
the rotational constants 8, the fune structure constants 

X and y and the centrifugal distortion parameter D. 
However, the values of u&I = 2 +- 1) and u,,(J 

= I + I) gven above have an accuracy whch is much 
better than the accur3cy of prediction (~15 htHz) 
based on the values of B, X and -y detested by 
Wayne and Radford f?] and the value of D of Dixon 
[ IO]. We therefore determined the parametersB, D, 
X and y in a least-squares analysis with our frequen- 
~12s vo, while constraining the parameters to their 
known values within the quoted limits of accuracy. 

The values of i3, h and y were taken from ref. [-?I, 
the value D = 17.14(3) X 1W4 cm-t from Boltmark 
et al. [9]. As part of theu investigntlon the latter 
authors reanalyzed the optical spectra obtained by 
DLxon [ 101. We followed the method of Bollmark et 
al. to Introduce the ~entrlfug~ distortton parameter D 
m the fo~ul~s OF Miller and Townes. The fit yielded 
the values of the parameters given in table 2. The ac- 
curclcy of the v;llue ofB is agruticsntly unprobed. 

4. Concluding remarks 

The current work demonstrates the capsbtity of 
a far-mfrared laser-sideband spectrometer to obtain 
high-resolution spectra of l&t radicals which cannot 
be studied in the mIcrowave reglon.Thelaser-sideband 
spectrometer may become a serious competitor of the 
LMR t~chnlque which was the only pow~rfu1 method 
III the f3r-mfrared to study radlcats and ions. The 

present spectrometer can be used to study non-mag- 
netic molecules and states and produces spectra at 
zero magnetic field. Recently [ 1 I], for example, we 
obtained rotational spectra of ions m the ground elec- 
tronic and vibrational state: HCO+( t Z) and HN?;(t Z). 

The authors wish to thank Messrs. E.G.H. van 
Leeuwen and F.A. van kjjn for their excellent technic- 
al assistance. 
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